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Feature films

Angel of the Lord 2
Anděl Páně 2

Petronel, an angel, is still working at the Heaven’s gates but is cofident that 
he deserves a better function. His everlasting tempter Uriah, a devil, takes 
up tempting him. All one has to do to know all that God knows is pick an 
apple from the tree of knowledge! And then, the route to the well-deserved 
acknowledgement is free. Petronel and Uriah than proceed to argue about 
the apple, ant the results are catastrophic. The precious fruit falls all the way 
down to the Earth. The confused angel and his friend, the devil-tempter, 
have to quickly enter the human world, find the apple of Knowledge and 
bring it back. The night before Saint Nicolase’s day they get tangled up in 
a peculiar whirl. They meet little Agnes and her beautiful mother, a crew 
of deceitful carrolers, the greedy Košťál and the likable Sausage-seller. 
Before they manage to find the apple and bring it back where it belongs, 
they first have to endure a great adventure and get through quite a few 
dangerous setups. And after a row of both human and divine trials, our 
heroes find out that the true route to knowledge lies in knowing one’s own 
self, in discovering the power of riendship, in love and the will to forgive.

NEW

95'
HD, m/e track, © 2016
Director: Jiří Strach
Producers: Merlene Film Production, Innogy, RTVS, Certicon, 
Alltoys, Attack film, Czech Television
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Angel of
the Lord 2
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The Good Plumber
Instalatér z Tuchlovic

Lubos is a plumber by trade, a very good plumber – though most 
people see him as a simpleton. He lives with his mother, keeps to a few 
childhood friends whose views confuse him more and more, loves 
his local sports teams and retains a boyish standoffishnes when it 
comes to his interactions with women, something that frustrates his 
mother to no end. Many take one look at him and call him hopeless, 
a failure. For those who take a second look, though, they find that 
Lubos is a giver, a sharer, and more times than not he gives you what 
you need. Unaware – or uncaring – of others’ opinions, Lubos lives 
his life leisurely, with a blithe certainty that he has all he needs – until 
he meets the wife of a new referral. After that, very little in Lubos’s 
life remains certain or simple.

NEW

Feature films

83'
HD, m/e track, © 2016
Director: Tomáš Vorel
Producers: Czech Television, VorelFilm
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

The Good 
Plumber



The Third Wish
Přání k mání

Kindly, mischievous and humorous story about the troubles of a 
lovesick teenager called Albert which takes place in a twinkling 
pre-Christmas spa town lorded over by a renowned international 
hotel belonging to a somewhat self-centred hotelier by the name 
of Bosák. Albert, whose parents perform in the hotel's magic show, 
loves Joanne – his best friend Eman’s sister. Joanne, who prefers 
to be called Jo-Ann, has no time for Albert and like other girls in 
town is head over heels in love with the school’s heartbreaker – 
Bosák junior. But Albert cannot believe that this shallow stuck-up 
toff could ever really impress the modest Joanne who yearns to 
study at the Sorbonne in Paris and decides to compete for her 
affections. But if all that wasn’t enough, Albert must also face 
up to an unexpected family dispute. Fortunately he is able to 
come up with one wish which had been promised him by Magic 
Grandpa. But how to make best use of such a magic wish when all 
and sundry want to bag it for themselves? And what if one is able 
to be happy without resorting to magic?

NEW

THE THIRD
WISH

102'
HD, m/e track, © 2017
Director: Vít Karas
Co-production: Promea Communication, Czech Television
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet worldwide (excluding Slovakia)
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A Triple Life 
Trojí život

A present-day situation comedy whose central hero is a young 
man who lives alternately with two women. He pretends to both 
that he works in another city for part of the week but in reality 
stays in Prague and simply moves from apartment to apartment. 
This works perfectly, until the moment when one morning he 
wakes up after a party in the wrong flat. His two women team up 
and make his life hell.

NEW

A Triple Life 

81'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Jakub Sommer 
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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My Uncle Archimedes
Můj strýček Archimedes

A comedy about a Greek migrant who came to Czechoslovakia 
in the late 1940s to flee his country’s civil war and found a new 
home here. The story is told through the eyes of the now adult 
Aris, Archimedes’ nephew, who recalls how the escape from 
Greece changed his uncle’s life. Soon after his arrival Archimedes 
find great support in his neighbour Novák, whose bitter attitude 
to the Communist regime Archimedes at first fails to comprehend, 
though he likes him very much. Ultimately, however, he is the only 
one who understands him. Their joint efforts to help Archimedes 
settle in Czechoslovakia, and subsequent efforts to help him return 
to Greece, lead to charming, moving and comic situations.

NEW

My Uncle 
Archimedes 

90'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: George Agathonikiadis
Producer: ARTE
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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The Goat Cure
Kozy léčí

A picture about rediscovered lust for life and the fact illness doesn’t 
have to mean the end but rather a chance to do something with 
one’s life. Jana sets off with her family to the countryside. At the 
suggestion of her husband, she buys a delightful cottage. Perhaps 
in part due to an idiosyncratic neighbour, who keeps goats and 
immediately works out what has brought Jana from the city to the 
country. Jana has health problems and she and her husband feel 
the countryside will benefit her. The family includes two children, 
Johanna, 16, who doesn’t welcome her parents’ decision to relocate 
to the country, and Marek, 8, who settles into the new environment 
quite quickly. Naturally the relationship between parents and 
children is impacted by the mother’s illness, or rather by the fact 
the children learn of it much later than everybody else.

NEW

The Goat Cure

69'
HD, m/e track, © 2017
Director: Lenka Wimmerová 
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Justice 1–3
Spravedlnost 1–3

The miniseries in three parts tells the story of Richard, chief of 
a criminal police unit. He tries to cover his daughter Lilly who has 
committed a murder. Bloodstained she comes running to him, 
confessing that she has killed her lover in self-defence. When Richard 
learns that the lover was a famous judge, he decides to lie for his 
daughter; he removes the evidence and buries the body – which is 
however soon discovered, and the case is assigned for investigation 
to the very unit under his command. A chase for who will become 
the scapegoat starts. But gradually it becomes obvious that Lilly's 
version of the story is not quite true.

NEW

75', 76', 78'
HD, m/e track, © 2017
Director: Peter Bebjak
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Justice
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Fiction – Series

Dubbing Street
Dabing street

A comedy series that begins with the death of the owner of the 
ZERO dubbing studio, the director Arch, husband of Eva. Eva, an 
unrecognised actress, inherits the studio from her husband. Her 
ambition is to make it a successful and respected company, which 
is for her also something of a way to settle accounts with her fate. 
The studio technicians Pavel and Karel selflessly help, motivated 
both by secret love for her and by the job itself. When a new 
director is hired, actors begin turning the studio down because of 
his methods, so the technicians themselves take over the dubbing. 
The firm goes downhill. When the studio and the land it stands on 
are sold to developers, Pavel and Karel decide they won’t give up 
so easily.

NEW

Dubbing 
Street

12× approx 29'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Petr Zelenka 
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Rabies
Vzteklina

Six-part crime series "Rabies" is a story of merciless revenge. It 
starts in the vicinity of a village in the Bohemian Forest where 
infected animals show up. A virologist, Pavel Rogl, has the task of 
finding the cause and to oversee the vaccination process. On top 
of that, he has been asked to provide an expert analysis report for 
a team of detectives investigating a mysterious double murder in 
the nearby forests. The fact that the deadly frenzy is linked to the 
infection cannot be ruled out. Is the killer a human being or a large 
predator? More dead are discovered and gradually a dire secret 
emerges which hides horrifying facts regarding the village's post-
war history.

NEW

Rabies

Fiction – Series

6× approx 59'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Tomáš Bařina 
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet



Fiction – Series

The First Republic II
První republika II

A family saga capturing the atmosphere of the period between 1918 
and 1945 in the Czechoslovak Republic. The gripping series tells the 
story of three generations of the Valenta family which had grown 
rich on commissions received in the period of the Great War and 
moved from its rural home to the suburb of Prague. The fates of the 
characters, representing the upper stratum as well as the class of 
workers and peasants, will blend with the period events, recalling 
some important moments in Czechoslovak history.

series I – 22×52' and 11×97'
series II – 13×52'
HD, m/e track, © 2014, 2017
Director: Biser A. Arichtev
Co-production: Dramedy International
Rights Available: for part of the territories only
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Fiction – Series

The Labyrinth II
Labyrint II

Major Remeš’s team, reinforced by new member Richard Franěk, 
is investigating the murder of Monika, an attractive girl killed in an 
extremely brutal and agonising way. There are several potential 
perpetrators. One of them, to whom clues lead the detectives, is 
Osvald, an experienced brute, because of whom the case is growing 
ever more complicated. Through his agency Remeš’s team is joined 
also by detective Martina Tesařová who investigated Osvald’s 
violent acts in the past when she worked for the vice squad. While 
checking on potential perpetrators from Monika’s surroundings, 
the detectives still have no idea that their case is evidently closely 
linked with a certain capable lobbyist. This man, so far basking in 
the glare of his dubious business, finds himself on too thin ice, 
and his only rescuer is defence lawyer Kobza, who however has 
completely different troubles to deal with.

series I – 7×58'
series II – 7×58'
HD, m/e track, © 2015, 2017
Director: Jiří Strach
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Fiction – Series

The Life and Time of Judge A.K. II
Život a doba soudce A.K. II

This time round, Adam Klos is not judging family disputes, as he did in 
the first series; instead, he is a criminal judge and is dealing with the 
most serious crimes and challenging criminal cases. Most of the cases 
in the second series have been inspired by actual crimes. There is even a 
fundamental change in Adam’s personal life: he is looking after Laura’s 
daughter and is living with his mother, who had been living alone after 
her husband, Adam’s father, died. Adam’s neighbours are also creating 
an important storyline. Very strange things are happening in the villa 
next door that are stoking his imagination, and when he begins to 
put two and two together, he begins to discuss his thoughts with his 
friend Igor… In each episode, viewers first learn what happened in the 
given case. They thus have the chance to observe how the matter is 
relativized and obfuscated by everyone during the trial. On one side, 
there is the public prosecutor analysing with the police the evidence, 
the proposed sentence and the weaknesses in the defence; on the 
other, there are the lawyers with the defendants recapitulating their 
own strategy and looking for holes in the indictment. This all culminates 
at the court, headed by Adam Klos, where the battle begins and where 
victory or defeat can mean loss of freedom and a life in ruins.

series I – 13×56', series II – 13×56'
HD, m/e track, © 2014, 2017
Directors: Robert Sedláček, Bohdan Sláma, Radim Špaček, Petr Marek
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Garden under the Stars
Zahrádka pod hvězdami

An animated series in the tradition of classic Czech 
puppet films about a young Jesus and his family. 
The stories are not taken from the Bible, but are 
inspired by it and emphasise compassion, helping 
others, love and understanding, which are values 
that are valid regardless of one’s faith or religion. 
Jesus appears as an ordinary child, but in fact 
possess the miraculous ability to find a remedy 
for any kind of suffering. We would be able to do 
the same if we viewed the world with our hearts 
rather than our heads.

NEW

Animation with narration for children

7×7'30" 
HD, m/e track, © 2017
Artist: Zdena Krejčová
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Puppet stories narrated by not-yet-born Tonda 
from his Mum’s tummy. We learn how his Mum 
Lucie, who’s a painter, and Dad Josef, a joiner, met 
and fell in love with each other, and in the end 
got married. Adventures full of imagination and 
original humour are contributed also by Tonda’s 
grandparents. Granny Coco is Madame Chanel in 
her heart, white the other Granny plays the violin 
and modestly calls herself Paganini. And of course 
there are Grandpas Lojza – the confectioner and 
pastry cook, and Antonín – the joiner, of whom the 
house is still full although he's not alive any more. 
Sometimes we also meet the animals living in the 
nearby wood. In short – this family is great fun!

NEWStories about Mum and Dad
Povídání o mamince a tatínkovi

7×8' 
HD, m/e track, © 2016
Artist: Kristina Dufková
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet



Best Friend
Nejlepší přítel

What happens when lowest ranked demon Matěj steels the last 
piece of bread from kind-hearted Ondra? Lucifer punishes him for 
this transgression, and Matěj must now fulfil Ondra’s every wish 
until Ondra tells him he is happy. This may take a very long time, 
however, especially as Ondra has fallen in love with the beautiful 
countess Rozárka and his wishes know no bounds. Matěj first wants 
to return to hell, but things get complicated when he falls in love 
with Marjánka. Ondra is now happy and Matěj has to go home. Will 
Ondra managed to free Matěj from hell itself? The story is a tale of 
looking for happiness, love and, most of all, friendship, which turns 
out to be stronger than wealth or the infernal threat.

Best Friend
NEW

Children – Fairy Tales

97'
HD, m/e track, © 2017
Director: Karel Janák
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Documentaries – Art & Culture
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Barenboim: Smetana – My Country 
Barenboim: Smetana – Má vlast

Barenboim
A documentary film about the famous conductor, great world 
figure and his production of the symphonic cycle Má Vlast (My 
Homeland) by Czech composer Bedřich Smetana. The film is 
centred on footage from rehearsals of the Vienna Philharmonic. 
We follow the process of the new production of this world-
renowned work. We focus almost exclusively on the conductor, 
on his face, in which we see strength that transmits his vision of 
the music to the orchestra. The concentrated emotion is recast 
into tones before our eyes. This process of creation will run 
through the entire film from beginning to end. The fledgling 
music will accentuate spoken thoughts or act as a counterpoint, 
taking over the unfinished sentence or speaking for itself.

NEW

46'
HD, © 2017 
Director: Martin Suchánek
Co-production: Czech Television, ORF, Prague Spring Festival
Rights available: TV, Video, Internet (excluding Austria, Germany, 
Switzerland inc. South Tyrol)



Documentaries – Art & Culture
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Petr Zuska’s Tremble
Chvění Petra Zusky

Petr Zuska’s 
Tremble

Petr Zuska’s journey to top-notch dance and choreography began 
at the Prague Chamber Ballet, passed through the National Theatre 
Ballet, the Munich Ballet, and Les Grands Ballets Canadiens, and 
ended with him as Director of the National Theatre Ballet, a position 
he held for fifteen years until 2017. This documentary shows a cross-
section of his work during his last year as the head of the National 
Theatre ballet and the rehearsals and gala premieres of his last and 
most important works. It also looks at something else of extreme 
importance to him: his family.

NEW

52'
HD, © 2017 
Director: Martin Kubala
Co-production: National Theatre Prague
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Documentaries – Geography & Travel 

Travelling 
Around

NEW EPISODES Travelling Around
Na cestě

A documentary travelogue focusing 
on attractive but less well-known lo-
calities, for example Yemen, Acapul-
co, Ethiopia, Vietnam and other pla-
ces. The individual parts of this series 
bring descriptions of all the typical 
aspects natural, historical, cultural 
and social. However, stress is main-
ly laid on the lifestyles and traditions 
of the inhabitants, because it is they 
who create their environment.

440×27'
SD (parts 1–145), HD (parts 146–440)
m/e track, © 2006–2018
Directors: Mojmír Kučera, David Sís, 
Jiří Novák and others
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Documentaries – Geography & Travel 

NEW The Ark of Lights & Shadows
Archa světel a stínů

They met on Friday, getting married secretly on Sunday. They had 
to run away from home due to their parents wrath, so they rather 
spent their honeymoons among the cannibals in the South Seas. 
There they lost their illusions, camera and almost their lives. At 
the moment when many people would have abandoned filming, 
Martin and Osa Johnson risked their lives to give the testimony 
of diminishing wildlife. The film is an authentic footprint of era 
when filming in Africa itself was more dangerous than lions or 
malaria. Although they were celebrities admired by Ch. Chaplin 
or British Royal Family, they are forgotten nowadays. This feature 
documentary discovers the work and legacy of these outstanding 
pioneer filmmakers in Africa for the first time in a new perspective.

90'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Jan Svatoš
Co-production: Czech television, Art Francesco s.r.o.
Rights available: TV, Video, Internet

OF LIGHTS
     & SHADOWS

THEARK
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Documentaries – Life Style

Herbarium I–V
Herbář I–V

Herbarium is an original “herbal show” which introduces ordinary 
plants and herbs to viewers. The presenters, the mothers Kateřina 
and Linda, focus on the most common of them and their usage 
in everyday practice – not just in cooking, but in the cosmetics 
industry. The series abounds with sage advice handed down 
from our grandmothers and found in ancient books. Kateřina 
and Linda teach us how herbs, fruit and vegetables help us keep 
healthy and avoid common such as the flu, back pain and poor 
spirits. The combination of a healthy lifestyle and folk wisdom 
will be appreciated by everyone who wants to draw on the best 
that nature has to offer.

NEW EPISODES

series I – 11×26', series II – 10×26', series III – 16×26', series IV – 12×26'
series V – 12×26'
HD, © 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Director: Jaroslav Včela
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Herbarium 
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Romeo and Juliet
Romeo a Julie

Romeo
and Juliet 

The Romeo and Juliet ballet by Sergei Prokofiev is one of the 
most important works of its genre. The production of this world-
famous material is the work of Petr Zuska, the head of ballet 
of the National Theatre in Prague. The reason for the eternal 
discord between the Montagues and Capulets is not closely 
defined in the original Shakespearean tragedy. As part of the 
production, Petr Zuska allows this basic aspect to be interpreted 
as the eternal conflict of the masculine and feminine principle – 
two polarities mutually oscillating at the edge of attraction and 
inevitable antagonism. The conflict of the rational and irrational, 
good plans and the subsequent uncontrollable downfall. The 
conflict between man and God is the "golden thread" of the 
entire performance as a factor in the so-called second plan, 
which, however, does not stand outside of the story itself, but 
rather permeates, influences and co-creates it.

NEW

108'
HD, © 2015 
Director: Sonia Paramo
Director of recording: Martin Kubala
Co-production: Les films Figures Libres, Czech Television, 
Mezzo, ARTE
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Czech National Symphony Orchestra and Danny Elfman
Český národní symfonický orchestr a Danny Elfman

Danny 
Elfman 

A recording of a concert held within the Prague Proms, interspersed 
with interview clips from the legendary American musician Danny 
Elfman, the unmistakable vocalist from the US group Oingo Boingo. 
Across the generations the music scene personality is also known 
for his scores for films such as Batman, Edward Scissorhands, 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Danny Elfman composed the 
piece Concerto for Violin and Orchestra for the Prague Proms and 
the soloist Sandy Cameron and took part in its world premiere 
in person. Danny Elfman is accompanied by the Czech National 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Mauceri.
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Czech National Symphony Orchestra and Ute Lemper 
Český národní symfonický orchestr a Ute Lemper 

Ute Lemper 
A recording of a concert with the excellent German chanson singer, 
composer and renowned painter that took place within the Prague 
Proms at Prague’s Municipal House interspersed with interviews 
with the concert’s key protagonists. Ute Lemper and conductor 
Vince Mendoza, who conducts the Czech National Symphony 
Orchestra at this occasion, prepared a new programme based in 
particular on French 20th century music for their concert at the 
festival.
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Solo For The Two Of Us
Sólo pro nás dva

Solo For The 
Two Of Us 

Petr Zuska’s dance theatre piece Solo For The Two Of Us comprises 
several levels at once, particularly the relationship between 
a man and a woman, between a person and the demon hiding 
inside of them, between the individual and the society of which 
they are a part, and between us and nature. And last but not 
least, it is a solo for Jaromír Nohavica and Beata Bocek, whose 
music was Petr Zuska’s inspiration this time round.
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Brel – Vysotsky – Kryl – Solo For Three
Brel – Vysockij – Kryl – Sólo pro tři

Solo 
For Three 

A riveting performance inspired by the life and songs of three 
singing poets from the 2nd half of the last century: Jacques Brel, 
Vladimir Vysotsky and Karel Kryl. Although they spoke different 
languages, they could be universally understood. They were the 
voice of their time, the voice of their nation, but first and foremost 
the voice of the human heart irrespective of time and space. 

This dance theatre piece by director and choreographer Petr Zuska 
is unique in its symbolism, detailed elaboration of the story and 
ingenious directorial concept.
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